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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE MINIMUM DRIFT PACKAGE  
 
Scissors lift tables are simple, single acting hydraulic systems. They are power up and gravity down. Once a 
hydraulic scissors lift is raised, it holds a vertical elevation by restricting the oil from passing back to the 
reservoir, assuming there are no external leaks.  Whatever “weepage” of oil occurs by the cylinder seals, check 
valve or lowering valve will allow the lift to gradually leak down. 
 
It takes sophisticated and very expensive valves to maintain near zero leakage rates.  Since most industrial 
lifts do not demand zero leak down (and most users wouldn’t want to pay the price) a certain amount of 
downward drift (leak down) is considered acceptable, or normal. 
 
The ANSI standard allows ¾” drift per hour (on 36” travel).  We think that is a bit excessive.  We have set our 
standard much higher. Our Southworth standard is to hold downward drift or leakdown to a maximum of 3/16” 
per hour on all lifts.  

Maximum drift - 3/16” Per Hour  
 
In some applications our customers need to reduce the possibility of drift even further. We offer a “Minimum 
Drift Package” which uses (2) two special down valves plumbed in series. What the first valve down doesn’t 
seal is caught by the second valve. These are considerably more sophisticated valves than our standard valve 
and experience has shown that leakage is brought to an absolute minimum. Our customers should expect to 
see the following  
 

No Measurable Drift in an 8 Hour Period.  
- OR - 

Maximum drift - 1/16” Per 24 Hour Period  
 
Some other things to appreciate about leak down  
 

 The values mentioned above for standard lifts are maximum drift, most standard lifts don’t exhibit noticeable drift 
and are well within the standard tolerance, but there is no guarantee from lift to lift. 

 
 The cylinder’s stroke is not linear to lift’s vertical travel.  At the very bottom and the very top of the lift’s travel, the 

actual cylinder stroke is minimal.  Consequently, a lift is more likely to have measurable a drift at these elevations. 
The maximum drift indicated above is measured at mid travel. 

     
 Higher travel and larger capacity lifts are less sensitive to leakdown. They require more displacement of oil to 

raise and therefore less sensitive to “drips per hour” to leak down or drift. The reverse is unfortunately true also - 
the smallest, light duty lifts may be highly sensitive to leak down.  

 
 Holding maximum drift to these values is less than ½ drop of oil per minute on some lifts. 

 
 As the oil warms and thins out, lowering the viscosity, a lift is more likely to show drift.  

 
 


